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Abstrat
In this work we review some of the theoretial eorts and experimental evidenes related
to Dark matter and Dark energy problems in the universe. These dilemmas show us how
inomplete our knowledge of gravity is, and how our onepts about the universe must at least
be revised. Mainly, on the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) fth year, the
data indiates that more than 90% of the total energy density of the universe is dark. Here
we disuss the impat of these phenomena imprint on gravitational and quantum eld theory's
standard history. Moreover, we point out some reent and upoming projets on Cosmology
intended to shed light on these problems.
keywords: Dark matter, Dark energy, Cosmologi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1 Introdution
Our understanding of the universe has dramatially hanged in the past deades. Cosmology has
atually beome an experimental based disipline with remarkable development and high level of
ondene when regarding measurements. Ever sine the interest on osmology has grown, the
sienti ommunity began to realize that there is a lot more to the universe than it meets the
eye. Indeed, a sought-after onsistent physis theory must be a suessful ombination between
theoretial preditions and phenomenology, and eorts from several researh groups have been
made in this diretion. Moreover, in reent deades, there were an amazing development of physial
theories, some of them beyond the standard frameworks of Quantum eld theory(QFT) and General
relativity (GR); due to the lak of a proper solution by the mainstream theories, new theories have
ontributed to the most intriguing and exiting senarios physis has ever seen. For instane, a
vast new multidimensional world dominated by superstrings and/or branes has been developed,
and more reently, Brane-worlds, beame the ultimate quest to desribe nature. This review aims
at some apital problems in modern Astrophysis and Cosmology onerning the dark matter and
dark energy problems, and drawing some attention to the hierarhy problem between gravitation
and gauge interations. However, this note does not aim to be a omplete aount of these problems
and it is far from being due to its large inuene and omplexity, and we restrit ourselves to the
disussion of the most important points in respet to some basis theoretial and phenomenologial
issues.
The paper is organized as follows: the seond setion briey disusses the uniation of the
fundamental interations and the understanding of gravitation within theories of spin-2. The un-
derlying point is that the dark problems, as we all them, require an understanding on how gravity
interats with strong, weak and eletromagneti elds in nature. Moreover, the subsequent setions
refer to the disussion of dark problems per se. Therefore, the third setion disusses Dark matter
from its original motivation in the early 1930's, with studies on galaxies and lusters of galaxies
movements, all the way to the importane of reent olleted data and its eet on uniation
theory andidates.
In addition, in the fourth setion, we disuss the Dark energy problem [1, 2℄ onsisting in an
unlustered omponent of negative pressure related to the aelerated expansion of the universe. In
partiular, this problem inludes in itself another problem disussed in this artile: the Cosmologial
Constant. At rst negleted by Einstein himself as his Greatest blunder, the osmologial Constant
has been regarded as an odd solution for the dark energy problem. And in the last setion, we make
brief omments on some reent and upoming projets, whose main purpose is to detet eets
related to dark matter and dark energy in the universe. The nal omments are in the onlusion
setion.
Hereafter, for the sake of notation, we use apital Latin indies that run from 1 to 5, Greek
indies are ounted from 1 to 4 and small ase Latin indies run from 1 to 3 and the index 4
refers speially to the time oordinate. The olon and semiolon refer to ordinary derivative and
ovariant derivative, respetively.
2
2 Remarks on the quest for uniation of the fundamental intera-
tions
Although Einstein's theory of the gravitational eld is the most widely aepted theory of gravitation, it
is rather disonerting to note that Einstein's theory appears to be strikingly dierent from the present
theories of the eletromagneti eld and the meson elds(...) S.N. Gupta[3℄
After the suess of GR in 1916, bringing depth to Newton's gravitational theory, theoretial
eorts to merge gravitation and eletromagnetism into a unique sheme of uniation dramatially
inreased over the following deades, after all that was the only gauge interation oneived at that
time. Sine gravity does not math the gauge interations as posed by the hierarhy problem of the
fundamental interations, that is, the quantitative dierene between eletroweak and Plank sales(
mpl/mEW ∼ 1016
)
based on the oupling onstants measurements, we nd neessity in briey
revising some proposals in a manner to realize how knowledge of gravity was developed and how
strange its behaviour an be mainly on the urrent dark matter and dark energy problems.
2.1 Weyl and Kaluza-Klein theories
To do so, we have to look bak upon the rst half of the XX entury. In the end of the 1910's,
Weyl's theory [4℄ was the rst attempt to unify gravity and eletromagnetism. He altered Riemann's
geometry with a non-vanishing metri ondition
gµν;ρ = −2Aρgµν , (1)
where gµν is the metri tensor and Aρ is the 4-vetor eletromagneti potential. Hene, one an
nd the onnetion
Γµνλ =
1
2
gµσ(gλσ,ν + gσν,λ − gλν,σ) + gµσ(gλσAν + gσνAλ − gλνAσ) ,
and write the ation
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g
{
1
2
FµνF
µν + (∗R)2
}
, (2)
where kµ is an arbitrary vetor. The Fµν tensor is given by
Fµν = kµ,ν − kν,µ , (3)
whih obeys the ontrated Bianhi identities and it an be related to Maxwell tensor. In addition,
the modied salar urvature
∗R is given by
∗R = R+ 6k µ;µ − 6kµkµ , (4)
where R is the usual salar urvature. Thus, Weyl built his theory in a urved spae-time geometry
and due to GR, Poinar´e's symmetry from eletromagnetism was replaed by a dieomorphism
group of the spae-time, whih led to a non-gauge invariane theory of oordinate transformations.
Essentially, it means that any gauge and any solution of the equations are not valid to all observers,
making it inompatible with eletromagnetism, whih is based on rm experimental grounds. For
instane, in Weyl's theory, a bar moving under inuene of the eletromagneti eld ould have its
length hanged, whih is learly inompatible with observations [5, 6℄. In a geometrial sense, the
parallel transport in Weyl's geometry ould modify both diretion and the length of a vetor in this
spae.
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Aordingly, still in 1919 (atually, the paper was published only in 1921), motivated by the
previous Weyl's work, Kaluza [7℄ proposed a ve-dimensional theory where eletromagnetism was
ompatied in an extra-dimension small irle S1 built at eah point over the Minkowski spae-time
M4. Atually, this was not a new address, Nordstr¨om [6, 8℄ in 1914 had already made an attempt
to unify eletromagnetism to gravity onsidering the ylinder ondition whih means that it an
be easily expanded in Fourier modes and proved by Einstein and Bergman proposal in whih the
metri of the bulk GAB was given by
GAB =
∑
n
G0AB(x)e
inpiφ
c ,
where φ is the oordinate related to the extra dimension. Thus, for instane, let be a salar eld
φ we an write the periodi ondition φ(x) = φ(x + 2πR), where R is the radius of ylindrial
extra-dimension. Hene, one an determinate disrete n values for the momenta as
p =
n
R
, n = 0, 1, 2... (5)
The set of states is urrently alled nowadays as the tower of Kaluza-Klein modes. In addition,
Kaluza used the topology M4 × S1 of the 5-dimensional spae-time with the ansatz
GAB =
(
gµν +AµAν Aµ
Aν φ
)
, (6)
where GAB was the 5-dimensional Riemann metri, and gµν and gij are omponents of spin-2 and
spin-1 partiles respetively; both are desribed from the point of view of a 4-D observer where the
g55 omponent an be regarded as a non-massive salar eld φ.
In 1926, Klein proposed that Kaluza's theory was only valid in a quantum regime of order of
10−33m (the Plank length), whih orresponds to the Plank energy of 1019Gev in addition to the
ondition of ylindriity besides stating that g55 is a onstant with φ = 1. Despite the fat that the
fth dimension provides an uneasy feeling, the Kaluza-Klein theory was very suggesting beause a
priori it unied gravity and eletromagnetism with the lagrangian
L = R
√
det(gµν) +
1
4
tr (FµνF
µν) , (7)
where Fµν is the Maxwell tensor. However, Klein's proposal imposed serious onstraints on the
theory, whih should predit a massive and detetable partile aording to the solution of Klein-
Gordon's equation, but it never happened [9℄. Some eorts for saving the theory were made in
subsequent deades with the Kaluza-Klein non-abelian approah.
In 1926-27, Fok [10℄ and London [11℄ pointed out that Weyl's theory ould be relevant in the
quantum ontext if dissoiated from gravity. Thus, based on Weyl's theory, they brought up the
onept of a loal gauge transformation, e.g
Ψ′(x) = exp [iξ(x)] Ψ(x), Ψ′∗(x) = exp [−iξ(x)] Ψ∗(x) ,
where Ψ(x) and its onjugated Ψ∗(x) are regarded as omplex funtions of a wave eld, and ξ(x)
is a phase oordinate-dependent parameter. Even though the theory had seem to be suessfully
retrieved, it ame at odds with isospin [12℄ observations in the strong eld sale. The isospin
presented a global symmetry, alled after SU(2) symmetry group, in ontrast with the loal gauge
in Weyl's theory. Hene, the internal gauge transformations gave a nal strike on Weyl's theory as
a theory of uniation.
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2.2 Gupta's and ADM sheme
Another interesting approah was made in 1954 by Gupta [3℄, whose original intention was to study
spin-2 elds. He proposed a theorem whih establishes that the spin-2 elds in a Minkowski spae-
time an be desribed by an Einstein-type system of eld equations. His motivation was the study of
a linear massless spin-2 eld in the Minkowski spae-time, a theory rst oneptualized by Pauli and
Fierz [13℄. Gupta's new theorem was very attrative beause it showed a remarkable resemblane
with the linear approximations of Einstein's equations for the gravitational eld. In this sense, he
linearized Einstein's equations in Minkowski at spae-time with an innite number of terms in the
Lagrangian density. Thus, the linearized Einstein's equations ould be written as
ǫαβ
∂2gµν
∂xα∂xβ
= τ0Θ
µν , (8)
Θ νµν; = 0 , (9)
where τ0 is a onstant and ǫ
αβ
is a set of quantities given by
ǫαβ =


−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 +1

 . (10)
It is important to note that Θµν is the symmetrial energy-momentum pseudotensor, where the
supplementary ondition g νµν; = 0 applies. A similar situation ours on Maxwell's theory

2Aµ = −(1/c)jµ , (11)
with the Lorentz gauge
Aµ ,µ = 0 , (12)
where Aµ is the eletromagneti potential and jµ is the urrent four-vetor. Thus, aording to
Gupta, the same rationalization an be applied to a spin-2 eld suh that

2Uµν = τ0Ωµν , (13)
U νµν; = 0 ,
Ω νµν; = 0 ,
where Uµν is a real symmetrial tensor, τ0 is a oupling onstant and Ωµν is a onserved symmetrial
tensor, whih an also be written as tµν . The tµν tensor represents the tensor for the gravitational
eld energy-momentum plus Tµν tensor, whih represents the tensor for the energy-momentum of
the gauge interations. The same equation an also be derived from a variational priniple, leading
to the Lagrangian density
L = −1
2
∂Uµν
∂xλ
∂Uµν
∂xλ
+ f1 + f2 + ... , (14)
where the innite terms (f1, f2, ...) ompose the energy-momentum tµν . Even further, if we onsider
only gravitation, one an write a set of Einstein-type equations
Uµν − 1
2
Uuµν = ατµν , (15)
5
where the symbols uµν , Uµν , and U an be regarded as a metri-type tensor, a Rii-type tensor
and a salar-type tensor respetively. Clearly, this new geometry was a opy of Riemann's geometry
with a metri and a urvature assoiated to it.
The shortoming of this sheme is that Gupta assumed that the physial quadridimensional
spaetime was at; that indued a geometrial inonsisteny by the metri tensors gµν and uµν .
Moreover, in 1970 Deser [14℄ showed a generalization of Gupta's theorem suggesting that it ould
be possible to apply suh mehanism to Yang-Mills' theory in a manner to be derived from a similar
argumentation. In 1978, Fronsdal [15℄ proposed a generalization of the theorem for arbitrary spins
of massless elds. As far as we know, at least over the last deade, there is no trae in literature of a
work based on suh theorem, exept in [16℄ whih made an approah to deal with strong gravity and
spin-2 elds in order to assoiate extrinsi urvature, whih in dierential geometry is responsible
for measure the divergene or onvergene of the normal vetor with respet to the surfae, to a
fundamental spin-2 eld in nature.
Another interesting attempt was made in 1962 by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner (ADM) [17℄.
The ADM theory was based on the attempt of making a anonial quantization of gravitation in
a manner to deal with quantum utuations of 3-dimensional hypersurfaes. The three-plus-one
dimensional deomposition of the Einstein eld leads to the line element deomposition
ds2 = −N2dt2 + (N idt+ dxi) (N jdt+ dxj) gij , (16)
where the time omponent is given by
g¯44 = N
iN jgij −N2 , (17)
and
g¯4j = N
igij , g¯
44 = −(N)−2 , (18)
g¯ij = gij − N
i
N2
N j ,
√
det(g¯µν) = N
√
det(gij) . (19)
where the overbar indiates a four-dimensional quantity. The N is the lapse funtion and N i are
the omponents of shift vetor eld. They are Lagrange multipliers and determine, for instane, the
deformation of a three-dimensional spae-type hypersurfae σ at time t to another hypersurfae σ′ at
time t+dt in a spae time M4×σ. Moreover, from the (3+1)-deomposition of the Einstein-Hilbert
ation
S =
∫
dt
∫
σ
dx3(πij g˙ij −N iHi −NH) , (20)
where the dot means time-derivative, πij =
√
det(gij)(k
ij − gijk) and kij is the extrinsi urvature
projeted on the σ surfae. Thus, one an obtain the super-momentum and super-Hamiltonian
onstraints on gij and π
ij
Hi = −2πj i;j = 0 , (21)
and also
H = (det(gij))−1/2 gijgkl(πikπjl − 1
2
πijπkl)−
√
det(gij)R = 0 , (22)
where R is the three-dimensional salar urvature.
The formulation ame to fail due to the arbitrary dieomorphism transformations, whih im-
posed a onstraint on the Poisson brakets struture. Basially, the Poisson brakets do not prop-
agate ovariantly whih still remains as a keen obstale to quantization of gravity even in other
theories. Otherwise, Dira took into aount of this problem stating that the general ovariane
6
was the main shortoming for this method of trying quantization. Aording to him, it was only
possible when one hose normal diretion of propagation [19℄. A good review of Dira's method an
be found in ref.[20℄. Reently, adapting to the brane-world models, some authors [21℄ demonstrated
that quantization of gravity is possible based on ADM formulation due to the onnement of the
dieomorphism transformations, whih do not leak into the bulk, where the brane is embedded,
but a lot of work is yet to be developed in order to lose this argument.
2.3 Non-abelian Kaluza-Klein, two-tensor metri theories and other omments
In addition, in 1965 [6℄ the non-abelian approah to Kaluza-Klein's theory was developed. In this
new theory, the spae-time was dened by the topology produt M4 ×BN , where BN is a ompat
inner spae. This geometry was the solution to Einstein's equations on (4 + N)-dimensions. The
metri ansatz was given by
GAB =
(
gµν + gabA
a
µA
b
ν Aaµ
Aµa gab
)
, (23)
where GAB is the Riemannian metri in N-dimensions and Aaµ is the Yang-Mills' potential, i.e, the
onnetion assoiated to a SU(N) symmetry. The gab omponent an be regarded as a Killing's
form of Lie's algebra for the gauge groups, and (a, b) indies are Lie indies of SU(N) group. Hene,
the outome lagrangian was
L = R
√
det(gµν) +
1
4
Tr (FµνF
µν) , (24)
where Fµν = [[Dµ,Dν ],Dµ], Dµ = 1∂µ + gAµ and g is a oupling onstant.
Although having a interesting struture, the non-abelian Kaluza-Klein theory needed to be
submitted to experiments. When applied to the experimental observations, the theory fell through
on the fermioni hirality due to the predition of a huge fermioni mass whih was at odds with
the observed heliity at eletroweak sale. Besides, there were also inner theoretial inonsistenies
suh as the size of the BN spae and the denition of the ground state (at, deSitter or Anti-
deSitter) of the theory, as pointed out by Abbot and Deser in 1982 [22℄. In a manner to give a
proper solution to the fundamental problem, in 1983 Rubakov and Shaposhnikov [23℄ proposed a
bidimensional model where the gauge interations would be onned under a potential well. They
did not sueed. The BN spae was not observed beause it had a dierent sale of order of
Plank sale whih reated another observational limitation. Nevertheless, this original work an
be regarded as the former inspiration for the urrent brane-world models. The theory endured
untill 1984, when observational inonsistenes were disovered, even so, several studies based on
Kaluza-Klein theory and its reinterpretation have been made in several works [24, 25, 26, 27℄.
In 1970, based on Gupta's theorem and the photon-meson-ρ model, Isham, Salam and Strathdee
[28℄ idealized a theory in whih the spin-2 eld was an eetive eld for short distanes. It was
assumed that the existene of a new tensor eld fµν or a f -eld that should desribe a spin-2 massive
partile alled f-meson would ouple diretly to the hadroni matter. The hadrons and leptons were
regarded as high and low energy interating partiles, respetively. Moreover, Einstein's graviton
g-eld would desribe leptons that ouple to hadroni matter only through a f-g mixing term. As an
appliation of Gupta's theorem, the f-g theory was built on the 4-dimensional Minkowski spae-time.
Critiizing this sheme, in 1973 Aihelburg [29℄ stated that it was impossible to build a theory
with two metri tensors in the same spae-time without losing ausality. On their defense, some
authors [31, 30℄ assured that to make an unied theory, the adoption of two metri tensors is
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required to deal with atomi and gravitational phenomena. However, it was proven that the f -
meson was a resonane of a quark bound state with short lifetime deprived from a fundamental
meaning. Nonetheless, in the same year, Dira [31℄ proposed another theory using two metris. He
retrieved Weyl's theory by adapting it to his hypothesis of Large numbers, originally proposed in
1938 [32℄.
Dira's large numbers proposal attributed a time-dependene to the gravitational onstant, suh
that G ≈ 1T and T is the age of the universe dierently from GR, where, hereafter, the gravitational
onstant G has a xed three-dimensional value in aordane with the Newtonian theory. Moreover,
with the same denitions of eq.2, Dira added a salar eld to Wely's ation and found the following
funtional
S[φ, kµ] =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g
{
1
2
FµνF
µν +∗ Rφ2 + αφ∗µφ
∗µ
}
, (25)
where α is a dimensionless onstant. Thus, the original Weyl's theory was modied by replaing
the term (∗R)2 by ∗Rφ2 [31, 33℄. The φ∗µ term is the o-ovariant derivative of φ and is dened as
φ∗µ = φµ + φkµ . (26)
For many authors, the large numbers are only the result of numerologial oinidene, until now
without any experimental indiations. Even so, suh hypothesis is still onsidered by some authors
[34, 35, 36℄ mainly of the strong inuene of the osmologial onstant problem and hierarhy
problem of the fundamental interations have imprinted in the reent years.
In addition, still in 1973, besides of Dira-Weyl's and f-g theories, Rosen [30℄ proposed also the
bimetri theory. This theory was built on Minkowski at spae-time with two symmetri tensors.
The so-alled Γµν tensor would desribe properties of spae-time and was interpreted as a seond
rank tensor of spin-2. The gµν tensor was interpreted as a gravitational potential tensor and was
responsible for making the interation between gravitation, matter and other elds. As a ritiism
to GR, Rosen's bimetri theory does not provide suh singularities as blak-holes and, moreover,
it an provide a gravitational energy momentum-tensor. Hene, when applied to osmology, the
universe predited does not have an initial singularity as the big-bang being losed in spae (losed
urvature; see subsetion 4.1) and eternal in time [37, 16℄. The main shortoming of the theory is
that provides a dipole gravitational waves, instead of a quadrupole modes like GR, whih is at odds
with the binary pulsar PSR1913+16 measurements. As well known, the binary pulsar PSR1913+16
has proven to be a valuable tool to test alternative gravitational theories [38℄. This fat made the
theory lose any theoretial interest until now.
On the other hand, it is instrutive to point out that between 1930 and 1970, there was a
great development on the uniation proess dissoiated from gravitation. The main ontestant
was the Yang-Mills sheme. In spite of some diulties, as how to alloate all the partile groups
in families, whih would require an adoption of other sort of symmetries in a Grand Unied Theory
(GUT) proposal, the standard model of gauge interations unied eletromagnetism, weak and
strong interations in the group U(1)× SU(2)× SU(3).
In summary, the oupling of gravity to other elds onstitutes a hard task due to the lak
of understanding of what gravity really is. The problem persists beause we still do not have a
denite quantum gravity theory, despite of the advent of M-theory and brane-worlds. As stated
by Misner [39℄, gravity does not behave as a gauge theory, that is, there is a qualitative issue that
makes gravity dierent from other gauge interations. As we are going to show throughout the next
setions, dark matter and dark energy problems, essentially, as far as we oneived these days, both
being eets of gravitation, aggravate this dierene and require a deeper insight on the meaning
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of gravity and how it interats with others elds onstituting an additional barrier to an eetive
unied eld theory.
3 Dark Matter phenomenology
3.1 When the universe beame dark
Our standard knowledge of gravitation, formation and evolution of the universe is based on General
relativity. It has a fundamental assumption that desribes the universe in a reasonable manner:
the so-alled Cosmologial priniple. In short, the osmologial priniple states that in large sales,
based on redshift surveys up to 100Mp (1Mp∼ 3, 08 × 1024cm) and the measurement of the
galaxy 2-point orrelation funtion [40℄, the observable universe (approximately 3000Mp) an be
regarded as homogeneous and isotropi. However, onsidering osmologial distanes lesser than
100Mp, inhomogeneity takes plae. On this sale, galaxies, luster and superlusters of galaxies
have greater importane, whih the Newtonian theory supposedly ould be applied with a reasonable
level of ondene, ompleting studies of kinematis and dynamis of these objets.
On the other hand, sine the beginning of the 20th entury, there has been observed some
astrophysial problems regarding rotation of galaxies and lusters of galaxies. For instane, in the
end of the 1920's by Oort [41℄ who pointed out the dierential rotation of the Milk-way, that is, the
veloity in the ore of galaxy was bigger than the veloity in its outskirts. In subsequent studies,
Oort [42℄ noted that in the outer parts of galaxies, stars were moving faster than predited by
Newtonian gravity, suggesting that an additional fore should exist to maintain stars orbiting one
galaxy. Atually, what is really observed is the veloity of regions of hydrogen louds whih varies
on the distane in respet to the ore of the galaxy.
A similar situation appeared to our at luster sales. In 1933, F. Zwiky [43℄ noted that
the galaxy veloities in the COMA luster of galaxies were also moving faster than the veloities
predited by Newton's gravitational theory. The veloity of the luster, as well as its stability ould
not be justied by only taking into aount its visible mass. He found a total mass approximately
400 times bigger than the expeted, onsidering the number of galaxies and lusters' luminosity.
Zwiky named it the missing mass problem.
Surprisingly, the problem pointed out by Zwiky was almost forgotten by the sienti ommu-
nity until the 1970's, when it was retrieved by Rubin, Ford and ollaborators [44, 45, 46, 47, 48℄,
who obtained experimental evidenes to support Zwiky's observations. They were studying the
path desribed by stars in galaxies where the funtion between the veloity of a star and its distane
from the enter of the galaxy is usually alled the rotation urve. The studies of rotation urves
play an important ontribution on our understanding of the formation of the galaxies, partiularly
in spiral galaxies where the galati disks are observed [47, 48, 49℄. For short, they disovered an
unusual high speed of stars in the edge of spiral galaxies, ompletely ontraditing Kepler's theory,
where a slow down senario is expeted. Thus, in the rotation urves problem, we should also add
mass to maintain the galaxy's stability, in the same way that it should be done to galaxies' lusters.
When we study suh motions, away from the ore of galaxy, it is veried a disrepany between the
observed veloity and the theoretial predition. Moreover, the same anomaly also appears in the
elliptial galaxies ase [50, 51, 52, 53℄. It is important to note that Zwiky's proposal runs in the
Newtonian ontext. In other words, Newton's theory should hold true also in galati sales. Hene,
the solution for the missing mass problem ame with the idea of adding ordinary baryoni mass to
the systems studied as a manner to preserve Newton's theory. We an understand baryoni matter
as the ommon matter omposed of elementary partiles(quarks and leptons) from the standard
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model of partile physis.
Another intriguing eet is the Pioneer anomaly [54, 55℄. The two spae probes, Pioneer 10,
launhed on Marh 2nd 1972 to visit Jupiter, and Pioneer 11, launhed on April 5th 1973 to Saturn,
whih they are under inuene of an unexplained onstant aeleration direted towards the sun with
onstant approximate value of a = (8±1.3)×10−10m.s−2. Surprisingly enough, this phenomenon is
ompatible with the numerial value of aeleration onstant of the MOdied Newtonian Dynamis
(MOND) [56, 57℄, proposed by Milgrom in the beginning of the 1980's. In priniple, this deviation
should had been explained by a gravitational eld produed by GR, but it was not. Among other
explanations for the Pioneer phenomenon, a loal eet, at solar system level of dark matter also
has been proposed to explain suh anomalous behaviour of the spae probes [58℄ at odds with other
works whih state that the dark matter solar system is not related to Pioneer anomaly [59℄ at all.
However, with the improvement of observational devies, dark matter reveals a muh more omplex
problem, deisively aeting the way we pereive the universe.
3.2 Can we understand Dark Matter?
Our sense about dark matter hanges as experiments beome more and more eetive. As disussed
before, aording to Zwiky's observations, dark matter onsists of a sort of matter whih neither
absorb, nor emit light, or any eletromagneti radiation in any frequeny bandwidth whatsoever.
Its presene is revealed only through gravitational eld. The main mehanism to try to identify
dark matter onerns on gravitational miro-lensing eets. These eets play an important role
on mapping and measuring subtle luminosity distortions of objets on the spae-time bakground.
This an only be ahieved through usage of advaned spetrographial and optial telesopes, suh
as NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory [60℄, and Canadian-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) [61℄
in Hawaii.
Reently, two merging phenomena in giant lusters gained substantial attention for providing
the rst sought-after apparently diret evidene of dark matter based on weak lensing, x-ray and
visible optis astronomy. These measurements were olleted by the Chandra X-ray Observatory
on the so-alled Bullet luster [62℄ 1E0657-558, whih essentially onsists of two lusters forming a
bullet-like struture tied to galaxies but moving through the interluster plasma. Speially, the
enter of mass of two spherially symmetri dark matter halo does not math the enter of mass
obtained by alterations of the gravitational fore law with respet to the Newtonian theory.
On the other hand, the Abell 520 luster (MS0451+02) observed a dark ore [63℄, aording to
observations of CFHT, where dark matter does not appear to be anhored to any other galaxy, but
now to the interluster plasma. Note that we presented two situations and two dierent outomes.
The silver line is pinpointing under what onditions and onstraints dark matter justify suh anoma-
lous behaviours as those mentioned above. Nonetheless, due to the lak of a proper explanation,
one an appeal that these evidenes indiate an odd existene of dark matter, whatever that is [64℄.
3.2.1 Dark matter andidates
In a manner to try to understand the nature of dark matter, two main approahes have been
onsidered: rst, the Hot Dark Matter (HDM) model, whih states that when the galaxies were
rst formed, dark matter was omposed of relativisti partiles (kT >> mc2). This odd referene
to temperature refers to the energy levels of these partiles, and to how fast they travel. The main
andidates are neutrinos and the hypotheti Strongly Interative Massive Partile (SiMPs) [65, 66℄.
But the quantity of neutrinos [67℄ required is larger than the observed, so they an not lead alone
to a large sale struture formation. Moreover, relativisti partiles do not lump, due to their high
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speeds, whih is at odds with observations about the universe struture. In addition, the Weakly
Interating Massive Partiles (WIMPs) [68℄ are another andidate for hot dark matter whih have
as main andidates the supersymmetri partiles alled neutralinos. Until now, these onstraints
on HDM kept these hypotheses away as an odd solution for the dark matter problem.
The seond approah is the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) hypothesis, whih onsists of non-
relativisti partiles, suh as the Massive Compat Halo Objets (MACHOs). MACHOs are just
generi denominations to massive osmi bodies, suh as planets as massive as Jupiter, or/and
distributed in a spherial halo, orbiting the galaxy itself, far away from the stars. It is important
to point out that MACHOs are omposed of baryoni matter. Moreover, the quantities required
to solve the rotational urve problem, or the large struture formation, are muh bigger than the
observations of MACHOS in the universe. These omponents have been observed with help of grav-
itational miro-lensing eets, but only in very small amounts, far beyond the required quantity.
Another andidate to CDM is the Axion [69℄, whih is a hypotheti spin-0 partile, originally
postulated by Peei-Quim's theory to solve CP problems in quantum hromodynamis. It was
regarded as a andidate beause it has a very small mass
(
106 − 102 eV.c−2) and zero eletri
harge, whih is in ue with why it an only be deteted through gravitational eets. However,
urrent debates on the inuenes of dark matter on large struture formation suggest that old dark
matter is related to a gas of generial Wimps, due to some of dark matter's properties as long-lived
and stable partiles, and regarded as the main harater to large sale formation issues.
3.2.2 Dark matter on osmologial sales
Today's sophistiated astrophysial experiments tell us that dark matter annot be understood
only taking into aount the loal rotational urves problems or slow moving objets in lusters and
olliding lusters. If one asks for the origins of dark matter, we end up in the early universe, when
dark matter was supposed to break the osmologial homogeneity of baryons, thus reating large
strutures, as observed today. In this ontext, the natural starting point to study dark matter is its
gravitational eld.
In the osmologial sale, dark matter seems to be onsistent with the standard FLRW model,
but only reently the osmi mirowave radiation data olleted by WMAP indiated that most of
dark matter ontent must be old, and must be of non-baryoni nature, i.e, out of the standard
model of partile physis. As suggested in some works [69, 70, 71℄, old dark matter plays a serious
role in large sale strutures formation and ould indue to a small overdensity in the primordial
universe after the initial ination, whih ould give birth to an extra gravitational attrative fore,
leading to a large sale struture formation by growth of perturbations and gravitational instability.
Aording to WMAP data, dark matter is a dominant omponent in the early universe representing
more than 60% of the total energy density.
As it happens, dark matter seems to be the spark that unrolled the formation of large stru-
tures. Otherwise, if we onsider the HDM hypothesis, it produes a top-down senario, where
large struture objets (lusters and superlusters) are formed before small strutures, due to the
fat that relativisti partiles do not lump. Nevertheless, there are strong evidenes of the exis-
tene of young galaxies [72℄ of order of 500 or more elestial objets, whih were formed at least
13 thousand million years after the big bang [73℄. This is a stunning fat, beause aording to
the big-bang theory, they would not have enough time to be formed. This notion is at odds with
galaxies evolutionary timesales. Other works state that a Giant Boson star [74℄ ould be a more
reliable model that provide a solution to, for instane, the atness of the rotation urves and halo
formation to the detriment of the CDM model. Therefore, either some exoti partiles must be
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onsidered, or else an adequate gravitational theory should be devised.
On the fth year of WMAP observations revealed a new distribution of the omposition of
the universe [75, 76℄, whih shows that the thermal radiation is about 2.73K; also no substantial
amount of anti-matter was found. It also revealed that 23% of the universe is omposed of Dark
Matter, 72% of Dark Energy and only 4.6% of visible or baryoni matter (H∼ 75%, He∼ 25% and
trae amounts of heavy elements). Moreover, the 23% total energy density of the universe related
to Dark matter is mostly of old (non-relativisti) and non-baryoni nature. More speially, the
analysis of the power spetrum indiates that a theory of gravity based essentially on the properties
of baryoni matter would produe a lower third peak [75, 77℄ and it would be inompatible with
the universe formation. These evidenes ontributed to the aeptane of the CDM models to the
struture formation. Today, the most aepted phenomenologial models are also based on CDM
proposal, for instane, the Λ and X-CDM models, whih will be disussed in setion 4. For further
information see [70, 78, 79, 80℄.
3.2.3 Alternatives to Dark matter
The most simple model of dark matter onsists on the so-alled Dark Matter Halo hypothesis, in
whih a galaxy would be embedded in a dark matter bulk whih is extensively used in simulations
of dynamis of universe. Truth of the matter is, we are not able to determine the extension of the
dark matter bulk beause of tehnial detetion diulties, but we annot quite turn our faes from
it beause it seems to have some physial reality to it [81℄. This onept of a dark matter bulk
has its origins in the end of 20's and mid 30's due to Oort and Zwiky's observations. Hene, it
was entirely based on Newton's theory satisfying a partiular symmetry and boundary onditions.
The term bulk here is used only to try to explain where the missing mass would be alloated or
how further it is extended, being a proposal of how to reover a gravitational pull that should
exist. Sine dark matter interats with ordinary matter essentially by gravity, and that is assumed
to be of Newtonian nature, most present dark matter models depend upon Newton's theory and,
therefore, are gauged by Newtonian gravity paradigms. Thus, a previously dened gravitational
theory must be postulated before the analysis of CMBR power spetrum experimental results an be
more onlusive. Indeed, all simulations and omparisons are estimated with respet to Newtonian
fores derived from the Newtonian gravitational potential. Even so, the reent data suggests that
dark matter, whatever it may be, indues serious onstraints to gravitational theories based only
on baryons or in other words the inertia onept like MOND.
MOND [56, 57℄ has reeived a substantial attention in reent years and it has been baked by a
theory in whih Poisson's equation for the Newtonian gravitational eld is replaed by an equation
like
< ∇, µ
( |∇Φ|
a0
)
>= 4πGρ , (27)
where µ
(
|∇Φ|
a0
)
is a funtion to be adjusted to the spei type of galaxy, a0 is an aeleration
onstant with magnitude a ∼ 9 × 10−10m.s−2, Φ is the Newtonian gravitational eld and ρ is
the energy density of the baryoni matter soure. Reently, a relativisti theory of MOND alled
TensorVetorSalar or TeVeS [82, 83℄ has been developed. This relativisti model inludes tensors,
vetors and salar elds in a manner of providing an alternative osmology and in some sense
generalizing the original MOND to osmologial sales.
On the other hand, it seems obvious that General Relativity regarded as the orretion to
Newton's theory would be a natural andidate to deal with the urve rotation problem and the
dark matter problem. The standard argument against the eetiveness of GR is that in the ore of
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galaxy gravitation is muh stronger than in its external points and that is where GR would hold
and should provide the required orretion. However, it agrees with it preisely where Newton's
theory holds. This is due to the huge onentration of mass in the ore of the galaxy and it produes
a spherially gravitational eld but beyond that region, the gravitational eld beomes suiently
weak to be taken over again by its Newtonian limit. As well known, Shwarzshild's solution is an
exat spherial solution of Einstein's equations and with orret assumptions we an derive Newton's
gravitational potential. Therefore, the gravitational eld should be Newtonian everywhere else in
the galaxy.
If we want to look further, we an extend our analysis to the Parametri Newtonian Approxima-
tion of GR, and nd a gravitational potential whih deays by the law
(
1/r3
)
[84℄. Unfortunately
this law is not onsistent with observations, leading to a rapid deay of the rotational urve away
from the ore. This rationalization implies that the exat solution to Einstein's equations an be
disregarded under dark matter ontext. This is due to that the lak a proper justiation why
general relativity annot be used in the dark matter problem. For instane, we present some argu-
mentation: rst, Newton's theory does not desribe a strong gravitational eld like those observed
at the galaxy ores [85, 86℄. Seondly, the weak gravitational lensing used to detet the presene of
dark matter in lusters annot be desribed with Newtonian gravity. These two evidenes suggest
that if the predominant gravitational eld in galaxies and lusters is due to dark matter, then the
dismissal of general relativity in favor of Newtonian gravity is not ompletely justied.
These attempts to explain dark matter have motivated the emergene of many others gravita-
tional theories, like, for instane: (1) Adding a salar eld to Einstein's equation, in suh a way
that the salar-tensor theory orrets the Newtonian limit [87℄; (2) Modifying the onept of time
in general relativity, so that the Newtonian limit of the theory diers from the original Newton's
theory [88, 89℄; (3) Adding a osmologial onstant with appropriate sign [90℄; (4) Inluding higher
order urvature terms in the gravitational variational priniple [91℄; (5) quantum osmology based
on a priori stohasti proess onsidering the universe as a pre-geometri system [92℄;(6) Several
brane-world models and variants have been onsidered in the hope that more general brane-world
equations of motion may provide the orret veloity urves [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98℄. Nevertheless,
the problem with the onstraints provided by observations are still too subtle and diult to deal
with. From the theoretial point of view, in a self-onsistent manner apable of taking into aount
both osmologial and loal eets of dark matter, a sought-out dark matter model is still an ideal.
4 The Dark Energy problem
In order to obtain more insight on the dark energy problem, it is instrutive to attain some remarks
on its history before we disuss the problem itself. Nowadays, the urrent theoretial debate about
dark energy problem is related, mainly, to the osmologial onstant, as we are going to point out
in subsetion 4.3.
4.1 Einstein's dilemma and the osmologial standard model
After proposing his equations in the end of 1915, Einstein onluded that they ould provide a non-
permanent or stati universe. But at that time the universe was bounded by western philosophial
thoughts [99℄, whih stated the eternity of the universe without beginning or end.
In aordane with this philosophy and the lak of any preise experimental data about the
onditions of the universe, Einstein was ompelled to modify his original theory by introduing a
new term Λ > 0 in order to obtain stati solutions. In 1917, Einstein proposed that the equations
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ould be written as
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν − Λgµν = −8πGTµν , (28)
by using the spherial metri ds2 = dt2 − R2(dχ2 + sin2 χdθ2 + sin2 χ sin2 θdφ2), where R is the
onstant radius of a 3-D sphere, χ runs from 0 to π, and c = 1. Hene, one ould generate a stati
dust-dominated universe, visualized as a perfet uid with onstant density ρ = Λ(8πG)−1, radius
r = (8πGρ)−1/2 and mass M = 2π3r3ρ = π4Λ
−1/2G−1.
Starting from these seminal results, Einstein stated that the inertia of a body ould be indued
by its mass but not determined by it [100℄, in aordane with Mah's priniple. This priniple was
originally proposed by Mah [101℄ in 1883, whih onsisted in a relativity of onepts of inertia at
odds with the Newtonian onept of absolute spae and time. Aording to Mah, the inertia of a
body was generated by the inuene of the entire mass of the universe on the body. In fat, despite
the fat that GR does not fulll all the requirements of Mah's priniple, due to the equivalene
priniple of GR, even so Einstein believed that by introduing a osmologial term he would be able
to solve this question [102℄.
Still in 1917, de Sitter presented a new result by adding the osmologial onstant to Einstein's
equation in vauum (Tµν = 0) with the line element
ds2 =
1
cosh2Hr
[dt2 − dr2 −H−2 tanh2Hr(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)] , (29)
where H =
√
Λ/3 in a spherial quasi-stati universe with radius R = 3Λ−1. Weyl [103℄ and
Eddington [104℄ heked independently that in the de Sitter's universe, two arbitrary test partiles
ould repel eah other. This fat was the rst theoretial evidene of a possible expanding universe
[100℄.
In 1922, Cartan [105℄ demonstrated that the most general expression of Einstein's tensor was
guaranteed by adding a term multiplied by the metri, in aordane with Bianhi's identities.
Hene, the existene of Λ is a onsequene of the impreision of Riemann's geometry with respet
to the shape of the objets. Thus, the dismissal of Λ is only justied by one of the following
arguments: symmetry, or a observational data onstraint. Nevertheless, the proposal of a stati or
quasi-stati universes started to fail in the subsequent periods.
The rst strike on the osmologial term ame along in the same year by Friedmann. Friedmann
[106℄ published a paper in whih he demonstrated a dynamial solution without the osmologial
onstant by assuming a homogeneous and isotropi universe. The element line proposed was
ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
]
, (30)
where a(t) is a priori an unknown funtion of time and k is a onstant. When applied to osmology,
a(t) is the sale fator whih an desribe the distane between omoving observers as a funtion of
time, and k = 0,±1, whih orresponds to the spatial urvature of the universe . Hene, the model
predits three possibilities for the geometry of the universe: k = 0,−1 or +1, whih orresponds to a
at (asymptotially expansion), paraboli (ontrating universe) and hyperboli (eternal expansion)
universe, respetively whih depends on the total mass of the universe. The same results were
obtained independently by A. Walker [107℄ and H. Robertson [108℄, and with ontributions of G.
Lemaˆitre [109℄. It turned out to be the well-known Friedmann-Lemaˆitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW)
metri.
It is important to point out that the Lemaˆitre model of the universe onsisted of an intermediate
solution. It began in a stati Einstein universe and led to a vauum solution of the expanding deSitter
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universe. The universe was originated by what he named the primeval atom, launhing a primitive
idea of what we now know as the big-bang model.
Before we proeed further, it is instrutive to attain some aspets of the FLRW model. First,
Friedmann equation an be reprodued by taking the energy-momentum tensor of a perfet uid in
omoving oordinates
Tµν = (p+ ρ)UµUν + p gµν , Uµ = δ
4
µ , (31)
where Uµ is the 4-veloity, ρ is the total density of all matter-energy ontribution and p is the
pressure of the perfet uid. Thus, using the loal onservation law Tµ4; µ = 0, we obtain
ρ˙ = −3 a˙
a
(ρ+ p) , (32)
where the dot represents time derivative. Seondly, by solving Einstein equations with the FLRW
metri, we an nd the spatial omponents the Rayhaudhury aeleration equation taking into
aount the osmologial onstant Λ
a¨
a
= −4
3
πG(ρ+ 3p) +
Λ
3
. (33)
Therefore, from eq.(32) and eq.(33), we an obtain the Friedmann equation
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a
= −8πG
3
ρ+
Λ
3
, (34)
where a(t) is the sale fator of the universe. The geometrial meaning of k as the spatial urvature
is given by the time omponent (44) of the Einstein equations. The Friedmann equation desribes
the dynamis of the universe and its validity at all times.
Alternatively, aording to the experimental observations at present, one an write the equivalent
form
H2 =
(
a˙
a
)2
= H20 [ΩR
(a0
a
)4
+ΩM
(a0
a
)3
+ΩΛ +Ωk
(a0
a
)2
] , (35)
or in terms of redshift z
H2 = H20
[
ΩR(1 + z)
4 +ΩM (1 + z)
3 +ΩΛ +Ωk(1 + z)
2
]
,
a0
a
= 1 + z , (36)
where H0 =
(
a˙
a
)
0
= 75 ± 10 km.s−1.Mpc−1 is the present value of Hubble parameter, i.e, the rate
of expansion of the universe at present. The osmologial parameter Ω is dened as Ω = ρ(ρcrit)
−1
,
where ρ is the energy density and ρcrit = 3H
2(8πG)−1 ∼ 10−29g.cm−3. One an think of the ritial
density as the minimal sape veloity when we alulate the roket problem in mehanis. However,
in osmology, the ritial density is regarded as the minimal amount of energy density to maintain
a homogeneous and isotropi universe. Hene, if ρ > ρcrit, or Ω > 1, then k = +1, whih gives
a losed universe; on the other hand, ρ < ρcrit, or Ω < 1, implies k = −1, an open universe, and
nally, when ρ = ρcrit, or Ω = 1, we have a at universe k = 0. Aording to CBMR observations,
the total osmologial parameter Ω, or simply, Ω tot, varies as 0.98 ≤ Ω tot ≤ 1.08 whih suggest
that we live in an approximately at universe [110, 111℄.
Considering all ontributions to the ontent of the universe, we an normalize the equation to
one and obtain
Ω tot = ΩR +ΩB +ΩCDM +ΩΛ = 1. (37)
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As it happens, ΩR = 8πGρr(3H
2)−1 orresponds to the radiation ontribution of the universe
of order of 5 × 10−5 with energy density ρr ∼ a−4; and ΩM = 8πGρm(3H2)−1, related to the rest
mass density ρm ∼ a−3, is the ontent of non-relativisti matter whih we have separated into two
parts: baryoni matter ΩB ∼ 0.046, and the old dark matter ΩCDM ∼ 0.23. If we reonsider the
osmologial onstant and impose that it plays the role of dark energy, we have its ontribution as
ΩΛ = 8πGρΛ(3H
2)−1 ∼ 0.72 and Ωk = 8πGρk(3H2) ∼ 0.0± 0.1, whih represents the ontribution
of the geometry or urvature of the universe with energy density ρk ∼ a−2.
In addition, we point out some experimental fats whih ontributed deisively for the dismissal
of a osmologial term at that time. For instane, the measurements of redshift of galaxies by
Slipher [104℄ in 1924, as well as Hubble's pioneer observations of homogeneity and isotropy [112℄ in
large sales and redshift [113℄ in 1929. It all provided aeptane of the FLRW model. Compelled
by these fats, Einstein removed the osmologial onstant, stating that it was the biggest blunder
of his life.
In 1964, the detetion of CMBR by Penzias and Wilson [114℄ marked an important moment
for observational osmology, onrming and stating the FLRW model as the standard model of
osmology. On the other hand, improvement of observations, suh as the COsmi Bakground
Explorer (COBE) in 1992 [115, 116℄, and more reently, its suessor, WMAP, has appointed some
drawbaks in the model as, for instane, the presene of the well-known anisotropies of the CMBR,
as well as the small temperature utuations on large sales of the order of
∆T
T ∼ 10−5 [117℄, whih
annot be explained rigourously by the standard model without an adjustment of the mehanism
[118, 119℄.
The development of observational experiments has reonsidered the osmologial onstant rmly
in the last deade, whih has revealed that Λ does not vanish with the eetive value |Λ eff | ∼
10−47 GeV 4 . A non-vanishing osmologial onstant is ompatible with the anient globular
lusters, reoniling with the matter density observed [120, 121, 122℄. As we're going to point out
in subsetion 4.3, the value of the osmologial onstant, if regarded as a vauum energy (as proved
by the Casimir eet [123, 124, 125℄), is at odds with the theoretial value of the quantum energy
density predited by QFT. Indeed, the situation has been aggravated by the deisive observations
of the aelerated expanding universe in 1998.
4.2 The aelerated universe
The rst evidenes of an aelerated expansion of the universe was obtained from Hubble Spae
Telesope (HST) of urrent type Ia supernovae (SNIa) in 1998 [1, 2℄, in agreement with Chandra
observations [60℄. Moreover, it was sustained by measurements of the osmi mirowave bakground
(CMB) anisotropies [126℄ and the large sale struture data [127℄. The data suggested the existene
of a density energy omponent unlustered that fulll 72% [75℄ of the universe with negative pressure
driving the universe to an aelerated phase of expansion, that is, a repulsive eet of gravity. This
eet was the so-alled Dark Energy, whih is orroborated by 250 independents astronomial
observations events in supernovae [41, 128℄.
In priniple, the rst interpretation for the aeleration of the universe is given by the FLRW
standard model. Aording to eq.33, we an get two important onditions: rst, the strong energy
ondition: when (ρ+3p) > 0, then a¨ < 0, i.e, the gravity deelerates the expansion of the universe.
Seond, the weak energy ondition: when (ρ+ 3p) < 0, with negative pressure p < 0, then gravity
aelerates the relative expansion between the strutures of the osmos. This last ondition is
ompatible with the experimental observations of supernovae regarded as standard andles (stellar
objets that are used to infer distanes based on its luminosity). In a manner to try to deal with
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the observations, the osmologial onstant has been reonsidered as a dark energy omponent.
The presene of suh term indues to an existene of a repulsive gravity in universe and, in fat,
turned out to be the most simple option to deal with. The main debate now onentrates on the
perturbation of the Friedmann equations with Λ as in eq.(34) or, besides the ontext of GR, Λ plus
a orretion term (
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a
= −8πG
3
ρ+
Λ
3
+ (correction term) . (38)
In the following, we present some of proposals to solve the dark energy dilemma.
4.3 Dark Energy, the Cosmologial Constant problem and some alternatives
In fat, the dark energy problem is related to the foundations of gravitational osmologial theory
and it has stimulated a demand for gravitational models and theories. In this subsetion, amidst
other proposals, we make general omments of some urrent proposals to modify GR so it ts on the
assumption of extra-dimensional models. Most of these proposals try to solve both dark energy and
osmologial onstant problems. Sine the osmologial onstant an be regarded as dark energy
andidate it is inevitable the disassoiation of them.
The so-alled Cosmologial Constant problem had its rst seeds planted in 1916, with the ideas of
Nernst [129℄. He studied the non-vanishing vauum energy density that was fullled with radiation-
only ontent, whih was onrmed by the Casimir eet in 1948 [123, 124, 125℄. Originally, Casimir
eet onsists in the eet of approximation of two separated unharged onduting plates due to
the zero-point energy density of the eletromagneti eld. The Casimir fore is generated by the
energy density dierene of pairs of virtual partiles and virtual-antipartiles between the plates
and outside the plates. Hene, the dierene of pressure outside the plates are more intensive than
between the plates whih generates a fore on the plates approximate them. In this manner, it
was the rst experimental evidene of an existing non-vanishing ontribution of quantum vauum
energy density.
In late 1920's, Pauli [130, 131, 132℄ made studies about the gravitational inuene of the vauum
energy density of the radiation eld, suggesting a onit between the vauum energy density and
gravitation. If vauum energy density is onsidered, then gravity must be dispensed. Moreover,
based on Pauli's work, Straumann [130, 131℄ restated that if one an onsider the stati Einstein
dust-dominated universe, the radius of the universe would be of the order of 31km, lesser than
the Earth-Moon distane, thus onrming the oniting Pauli's results that passed unnotied by
sienti ommunity. Even so, in the subsequent deades, even with the dismissal of Λ by Einstein,
some universe models based on Λ were still studied, for instane, the Lemaˆitre model, as pointed out
in subsetion 4.1. In addition, the observations of quasars in the mid-late of the 1960's suggested
the reonsideration of Λ [133℄.
4.3.1 The quantum vauum energy density as osmologial onstant
In 1967, Zel'dovih [134℄ had a breakthrough proposing the hypothesis in whih Λ is the vauum
energy. In ontrast with Pauli's onlusion, the vauum energy density is onsidered, and gravity
must also be taken into aount. By onsidering a perfet uid, the vauum energy-momentum
tensor T vacµν an be given in omoving oordinates as
T vacµν = (p vac + ρ vac)UµUν + p vacgµν , (39)
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where p vac = − < ρ vac > and < ρ vac > is the expetation value of quantum vauum energy
density, whih is the analogue expression to the ordinary perfet uid T matµν in eq.(31). If we take
Einstein equations with Λ, we have
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 8πG
(
T matµν + T
vac
µν
)
. (40)
But, in vauum, T matµν = 0 and taking the ovariant derivative, we have
< ρ vac >= constant , (41)
thus,
< ρ vac >= Λ . (42)
Therefore, aording to Zel'dovih Λ an be regarded as a quantum vauum energy density when
vauum is regarded as a perfet uid, with p = −ρ. However, this situation would not reveal a mere
fat with the development of phenomenologial observation tehniques. Eetively, the problem
omes up beause there is a gap of the order of 123 deimal plaes between the osmologial
observed value of Λ/8πG ≈ 10−47 Gev4 and the theoretial vauum energy density predition
< ρ vac >∼ 1076 Gev4.
From a geometrial point of view, the osmologial onstant problem is shown to be a onse-
quene of the equivalene lass of metri geometries haraterized by the Riemannian tensor. Gen-
eral relativity avoids this diulty by postulating the Minkowski spae-time as the standard at
geometry, from whih we derive the onepts of partiles, quantum elds and their vauum states.
On the other hand, the experimental evidenes of a small but non-zero osmologial onstant is
not ompatible with the Minkowski spae-time, but it is onsistent with the deSitter spae-time.
Either we adopt the Minkowski at-plane standard of urvature or, in fae of the observations we
adopt the deSitter standard. Therefore, it appears that the emergene of the osmologial onstant
problem is a symptom of the lak of an independent referene standard for urvature in Riemann's
geometry.
On the other hand, as a realization of Heisenberg's unertainty priniple, the theoretial value
for the vauum energy density is obtained from the individual ontribution of eah osillator of mass
m and wave number kmax uto in a set of harmoni osillators(with ~ = c = 1)
< ρ vac >=
∫ kmax
0
4πk2dk
2(2π)3
√
k2 +m2 ∼ k
4
max
16π2
. (43)
In order to avoid the ultra-violet(UV) divergene, we impose a nite maximum value for kmax. And
onsidering Λ = (8πG)1/2, < ρ vac > results in < ρ vac >∼ 1076 Gev4, as stated before.
Aording to Weinberg [135℄, the problem was taken seriously in the 70's with the spontaneous
breaking symmetry on the eletroweak sales. Even if we onsider the lowest energy sale of the
quantum hromodynamis (QCD), whih is of the order of 0.3 Gev, we still have a huge dierene
of 46 deimal plaes, when ompared to the osmologial observational value for Λ. Suh large
dierene annot be eliminated by renormalization tehniques in quantum eld theory unless an
extreme ne tuning is applied [54, 110, 135℄. But, why is the osmologial value of Λ so small and
an not be regarded as zero? and why is it observed today? These are an examples of unanswered
questions. Even so, the osmologial onstant is one of the most important andidates to dark
energy.
Therefore, the osmologial onstant problem has beome one of the most important problems
in modern physis, beause is a problem of fundamental nature, not only beause it involves the
struture of the Einstein-Hilbert priniple, but also beause it apparently deals with the distintion
between gravitation and gauge elds.
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4.3.2 Some basi approahes about dark energy and osmologial onstant
In aordane with [54℄, we have hosen some interpretations and proposals of solutions for the
osmologial onstant problem and/or the dark energy problem. Here we point out some models
related to ne-tuning proess, symmetry mehanisms, violation of the equivalene priniple models
and statistial approahes. Most of these are extensively explored nowadays despite of the lak of
a proper explanation by rst priniple of a omplete theory.
Fine-tuning mehanisms
As a ne-tuning mehanisms, the simplest idea is to onsider the osmologial onstant as a dark
energy omponent, without separating the onepts of quantum vauum energy density and the os-
mologial onstant itself. As oneived in the Λ-Cold Dark matter (ΛCDM) model, the osmologial
onstant is as a soure term that obeys the osmi equation of state with pressure pΛ = wΛρΛ, where
wΛ = −1 and the energy density ρΛ = Λ/8πG. In spite of its simpliity, it is in good agreement
with experimental data from WMAP and others astronomial data [75, 136℄.
Another attempt was, rather than supposing Λ as a onstant, regard it as a funtion of time.
The time-varying osmologial onstant or Λ(t)CDM predits that the vauum quantum energy
density deaying into CDM partiles and transferring energy to these partiles. In fat, this model
proposes the introdution of a new eld produed by Λ(t) responsible for the aeleration of the
universe. The oupling between the energy-momentum tensor Tµν and Λ(t) is a onsequene of the
Bianhi identities when applied to Einstein's equations and is given by
Tµν;ν = −
(
Λ(t)gµν
8πG
)
; ν (44)
where the energy density and the osmologial sale fator a(t) are related by the ansatz ρm =
ρ0a
−3+ǫ
by taking a small deviation ǫ from the standard osmi evolution. And alulating the
onservation of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν; ν = 0 , one an nd
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
ρ = ρ˙Λ , (45)
where we denote the ordinary time derivative by a dot. And hene
ρΛ = ¯ρΛ0 +
ǫρ0
(3− ǫ)a
−3+ǫ , (46)
where ρΛ is the energy density ontribution from Λ, ρ0 is the urrent CDM energy density and ¯ρΛ0
is an integration onstant [137, 138℄.
In spite of some merits, the lak of some explanations from ΛCDM to, for example, predit
the usped entral density on galati sub-sales strutures whih are at odds with observations
[139, 140, 141℄, has motivated other phenomenologial proposals. One of them is the X-Cold Dark
matter (XCDM) model, whih is haraterized by the equation of state px = wxρx of an exoti uid.
The wx parameter an be a onstant or more generally, a funtion of time [142, 143, 144, 145℄, whih
has a plethora of proposals. The energy-onservation equation an be written as
ρ˙x = −3 a˙
a
ρx(1 + wx) . (47)
Hene, if wx is a onstant and wx < 0, one an nd
ρx ∼ a−3(1+wx), (48)
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where ρx is the density ontribution from the X -uid. One of the justiations for wx < 0 is that
wx is a suient smooth omponent, making it ompatible with the age of the universe as well as
the rate of growth of the density perturbations in small sales, plus it gives out solutions to the
problems of redshift in SNIa and gravitational lensing measurements [118℄.
Moreover, the values of the parameter wx dene dierent osmologial senarios. For instane,
to reprodue an expanding universe, we must set wx < −1/3 whih gives a large ontribution to
(a¨/a). And when wx = −1/3, it imprints no eets on (a¨/a), i.e, it reprodues the same senario as
in the standard open universe without any dark energy assumption. There is still a weird senario
of a universe when wx < −1 that proposes the existene of some sort of exoti uid that violates
all energy onditions and indues a huge inrease of negative pressure, driving the universe to a
singularity at a nite time named Big-Rip, where the fator sale and the urvature of the universe
diverges [102, 146, 147, 148, 149℄. This senario is still an odd possibility, sine it was reently
onstrained by observations of the Chandra x-ray observatory [60℄. For a at universe based on
SNIa and CMBR data, we have −1.11 ≤ wx ≤ −0.86[150, 151℄, and based on X-ray lusters and
SNIa surveys wx = 0.95
+0.30
−0.35 [152, 153, 154℄. When wx = −1, we have the ΛCDM model, whih ts
to reent WMAP observations [77℄ on CBMR. Moreover, if we dene
Ωx =
8πGρx
3H20
. (49)
Assuming wx is onstant and negleting the urrent tiny ontribution of ΩR and Ωk, we an rewrite
Friedman equation simply as
H2 = H20
[
ΩM(1 + z)
3 +Ωx(1 + z)
3(1+w)
]
. (50)
To analyze the evolution the universe, we an study the deeleration parameter, in terms of the
redshift, given by
q(z) =
1
H
dH
dz
(1 + z)− 1 , (51)
where H is given by eq.(50). Thus, we obtain
q(z) =
3
2
[
ΩM (1 + z)
3 + (1 + w)Ωx(1 + z)
3(1+w)
ΩM(1 + z)3 +Ωx(1 + z)3(1+w)
]
− 1 . (52)
and plot the behaviour of the deeleration parameter running the values of w. The values q =
−0.6 ∼ −0.7 are the urrent values for the deeleration parameter ompatible with the onstraints
from supernovae observations
There is another approah, where one an state that dark energy is provided due to some sort
of unlustered salar eld aording to the quintessene proposal in suh a manner that drives the
universe to speed up. The quintessene [155, 156℄ model onsists in an addition of a minimal oupled
salar eld V (ϕ) to Einstein's equations, whih yields a sought-after extreme ne-tuning to solve
the hierarhy disrepany [157, 91℄. By writing the energy-tensor for a salar eld V (ϕ) as
Tµν = ϕ,µϕ,ν −
(
1
2
ϕ,αϕ,α − V (ϕ)
)
gµν . (53)
Using the onservation law for Tµν , one an nd the Klein-Gordon equation
(ϕ;µ;µ) +
∂V (ϕ)
∂ϕ
= 0 . (54)
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Thus, the related eld equation is
ϕ¨+ 3Hϕ+ ∂ϕV (ϕ) = 0 , (55)
where we denote ∂ϕ = (∂/∂ϕ), where H is the Hubble parameter given by eq.34 and the total
energy density is dened as ρ = ρm+ ρϕ. The energy density of matter an be given by eq.32 while
the energy density of the quintessene eld ϕ is given by
ρϕ =
1
2
ϕ˙2 + V (ϕ) . (56)
The underlying idea is to reate a mehanism of deaying for the energy of vauum with a low varying
expansion rate [135℄. In spite of onsisting of a good sheme as a phenomenologial model, it laks
fundamental based grounds with ad ho proposal of a quintessene potential. Nevertheless, some
researhes onsider that the quintessene eld may not only be identied as the dark omponent
dominating the urrent osmi evolution, but also as a bridge between an underlying theory and
the observable struture of the universe [138℄.
Symmetry mehanism
To proeed further, in the sale invariane approah we have unimodular theories [158℄ of gravitation
as examples of proposals. Basially they modify Einstein-Hilbert priniple SEH by introduing a
Lagrange multiplier L in a manner to substitute the osmologial onstant. This leads to a modied
Einstein-Hilbert Smod EH priniple and a xed absolute spae-time volume element, the so-alled
modulus [159℄. The Jaobian g is regarded as a xed onstraint, and as a result we have a new
integration onstant Λ′ in the Riemann Salar R in suh a way that
Smod EH = − 1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−g (R− L(g − 1)) . (57)
By varying the modied ation Smod EH with respet to the metri gµν , we an obtain
Rµν − 1
4
Rgµν = 0 , (58)
and using the Bianhi identities result in
∂µR = 0 . (59)
Hene, R is a onstant and an be set as R = −4Λ′ whih allows us to write eq.(57) as
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = Λ
′gµν . (60)
Although it has a redution of 2 levels of degrees of freedom, due to the onstraints R = −4Λ′ and
det(gµν) 6= 1, Λ′ does not alter the dynamis of the equations and the problem endures so that
the ne-tuning mehanism is still neessary. Consequently, Λ′ an take any value, even not being
expliitly provided in the modied Einstein-Hilbert ation [160℄. In spite of these shortomings, the
unimodular theories have been studied and applied to osmology nowadays [161℄.
In addition, a more geometrial approah to the problem appeals again to modify Einstein-
Hilbert ation priniple, suh as in the so alled F (R) theories, using higher order Lagrangian,
where the higher order urvature terms provide for the dierene between the observed osmologial
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onstant and the vauum energy [162, 163℄. However, one a physially justiable Lagrangian suh
as the Einstein-Hilbert priniple is replaed by F (R), it beomes a neessity to properly justify a
hoie among a large variety of options. More speially, it appears that the present astrophysial
observations are not suient to deide on what F (R) to hoose[164℄. On the other hand, reent
studies suggests that F (R) osmology provides a aelerating behavior during attrator phase of
matter-dominated era at odds with expetations, with expansion fator varying as a(t) ∝ t1/2 [165℄.
As we have disussed in setion 3, in ontrast with the dark energy repulsive eet observed in
osmologial sales, dark matter is regarded as a sort of non-baryoni matter with merely attrative
eet. Besides, a loal eet on small sales is suggested, sine it inuenes the growth of strutures
in the early universe. Thus, at rst, dark matter and dark energy onstitute elements with opposite
gravitational harateristis and they are the main haraters of the osmologial tug-of-war [166℄.
However, due to the lak of observational evidenes, whih an suggest that theses omponents are
generated by dierent soures, there are some uniation symmetry models that stik together both
dark matter and dark energy. A very known model in this approah is the quartessene [167℄, whih
has as the main andidate some sort of exoti gas alled Chaplygin gas [168℄, with the equation of
state
p = −A
ρ
(61)
and, moreover, at a generalized form p = − Aρα , where the parameters A is restrited to 0 < A < 1
and α to the range −1 < α ≤ 1 in a manner of reproduing the early and later times of the
universe. Depending on the hoie of parameters, the gas behaves sometimes attratively and
sometimes repulsively, or equivalently, as similar to dark matter and dark energy whih ould be
related to some topologial hange in the universe. However, it has some onstraints [75, 169℄ based
on SNIa experiments and statistis of gravitational lensing .
Another symmetry mehanism is related to supersymmetri models where, for short, the os-
mologial problem does not our. Basially, a onstraint imposed by supersymmetry (SUSY) on
the vauum energy prevents it from even existing. Thus, the sum of the ontribution of al density
states are aneled due to every supersymmetri partile has an equivalent superpartner, hene,
Λ = 0. Even though Λ does not exist in supersymmetri models, it still is one of the most aepted
proposals to explain dark energy. The urrent explanation is that when supersymmetry is broken,
the dark energy, as oneived, omes up [135℄, and the salar elds give the eetive value of Λ in
order to remedy this situation. Further information and reent works an be found in [170, 171, 172℄.
Violating the equivalene priniple
The main example of violating the equivalene priniple of General relativity is related to Brane-
world models. Just like Superstrings or M-theory, these models bring to light the disussion of the
existene of the extra-dimensions. They intend to provide a solution to the hierarhy problem, and
possibly a sought-after unied physis theory of all oneived interations.
In summary, these approahes are based on trying to deouple gravity from vauum energy
density, making it indierent to gravitation. The general idea is that gravitation propagates in
the extra-dimensions in a sort of leakage of gravitation into the bulk, in whih the brane (4-
dimensional spae-time) is embedded in. This hypothesis ould explain how gravity is weaker than
other interations as measured by an observer on the brane, where other gauge interations are
onned. Atually, the onnement of the gauge interations has to do with speial relativity, where
the standard model of partiles and interations are built on. In other words, it is a onsequene
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of the Poinar´e symmetry of the eletromagneti eld, and in general, of the dualities of the Yang-
Mills elds, whih are onsistent in four-dimensional spae-time only. If we onsider an odd brane-
world quantum-gravity theory the gravitational partiles, named gravitons, are regarded as some
osillations modes for the extra-dimensions.
One of the most known brane models is the Randall-Sundrum (RS) type II model [173℄. When
applied to Cosmology, the vauum energy density in a 3-brane is smaller than the one predited by
quantum eld theory, whih means that the osmologial onstant problem persists, even though
the fundamental Tev sale energy is preserved. A similar situation ours when we treat dark energy
problem in whih RS model II provides the modied Friedmann equation(
a˙
a
)2
=
8π
3m2pl
ρ+
16π2
9m65
ρ2 (62)
where m5 is the 5-dimensional plank sale, mpl is the 4-dimensional plank sale. The orretion
term orresponds to the square of the energy density ρ2 of the onned matter [174, 175, 176℄.
As it is well known, this result is not ompatible with reent observational data [76, 177℄ sine the
additional term on Friedmann's equation, i.e, the energy density ρ2, provides a deeleration senario
of the universe, besides aeting the nuleosynthesis of large strutures. To remedy this situation,
other attempts have been studied, suh as partiular lasses of bulk and brane salar potentials
[178℄ that lead to a ne-tuning mehanism.
Another proposal is the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati or DGP [179℄ model where the 5-dimensional
bulk is at and the brane is xed, that is, the embedding of the brane into the bulk is rigid with
a nonompat, innite-volume extra dimension. It also presents some diulties related to strong
interations and massive gravitons and it does not duly adjust to the aelerated expansion senario,
even when studied on its general, the Dvali-Turner model [41, 54℄ whih still requires, as it does the
RS model, an extreme ne-tuning to make it ompatible with the observational data.
A promising brane-world approah stated in [180℄ proposes a ovariant (model independent)
formulation of the brane-world theory based on the perturbational theory of loal embedded sub-
manifolds rather than partiular juntion onditions as ommonly used in RS model and variants,
hene the extrinsi urvature is onsidered as an independent eld of spin-2 as ompared with the
metri. The main motivation of this approah has its roots in the lassi problem in dierential
geometry, originated in the early days of the Riemannian geometry, whose solution was suggested
by L. Shlaei [181℄ in 1873, by omparing two geometries, so that one is gauged by the other.
The general solution for the problem was given by J. Nash [182℄ in 1956. Nash showed how any
Riemannian geometry an be generated by metri perturbations against a bulk spae (whih he
assumed to be Eulidean, but it was soon extended to a pseudo Riemannian bulk by R. Greene
[183℄). As it happens, any embedded metri geometry an be generated by a ontinuous sequene
of small metri perturbations of a given geometry with metri of the immersed manifold, i.e.,
gµν = g¯µν + δy k¯µν + (δy)
2 g¯ρσk¯µρk¯νσ · · · .
When applied to osmology, the brane-world modied Friedman equation is obtained
a˙2 + k =
8πG
3
ρa2 +
Λ
3
a2 +
b2
a2
, (63)
where the b(t) orretion term with respet to the standard Friedman equation is given by the
omponent k11(t) of the extrinsi urvature. When ompared with the x-uid state equation b(t)
has the form
b(t) = b0(
a
a0
)
1
2
(1−3ωx) , (64)
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where a0 and b0 are integration onstants, representing the urrent expansion parameter and the
urrent warp of the universe. From the theoretial point of view, it would be a satisfatory solution
for the dark energy problem if the b(t) funtion was a unique solution, but, in fat, it depends
on a hoie of a family of solutions for the extrinsi urvature indued by the homogeneity of the
Codazzi equation whih is well-known equation in dierential geometry. Thus, to be free from these
pathologies a proper mehanism or an additional dynamial equation for extrinsi urvature should
be implemented. In spite of Brane-world models get some attention on reent years due to several
options for dark energy, their mehanisms are still not ompletely understood or justied.
Statistial approah
The statistial approahes fouses basially on an explanation for the value of the osmologial
onstant and, in a general manner, the physial onstants. The main debate onentrates on why
the physial onstants have the value whih are measured today.
An example of statistial approah approah is the Anthropi Priniple [135, 184℄, mainly based
on Bayesian statistis. This priniple plays a important role when applied to Superstrings theory
with an implementation of the Calabi-Yau manifolds. These manifolds were used to explain the
extra 6-dimensions of the theory built in 10 dimensions. For eah one of those ompations, there
exists a wide landsape of possible universes, where vauum energy is anthropially allowed. Eah
one of these universes have dierent values of Λ and dierent physis [185℄. This situation is solved
with the strong anthropi priniple that states the universe we live in is the only one adequate to
man existene, rather, the law and physial onstants have the value they have to provide intelligent
life. In a weak version of the anthropi priniple, Weinberg [135℄ says that the intelligent life is the
way it is only with the minimum value osillations of Λ and < ρ vac > . On the other hand, in the
strong version, the a priori probability is more problemati beause the ensemble gathers the set
of osmologial models xed with dierent values of the fundamental physi onstants violating the
logial priniple alled Oam's razor that states entia non sunt multiplianda praeter neessitatem
(Entities should not be multiplied beyond neessity). Although interesting, suh approah sets a
too distant target for theoretial physis as an experimentally based disipline sine we an only
make experiments in one universe. Another ritiisms and disussions of anthropi priniple an be
found in [186, 187, 188℄.
In addition, in a manner to avoid the anthropi priniple, in the superstrings ontext, the osmo-
logial natural seletion [189℄, by analogy to theoretial biology, gives an explanation of the hoies
of parameters and ne-tuning proess in a landsape theory without appealing to the anthropi
priniple. The basi idea is that the universe was designated to the blak-hole prodution stating
an existing population of orrelated universes. Suh populations must attend to a very spei type
able to evolve. For instane, the physial parameters are xed in eah universe but they an vary
in dierent universes. If one of these universes an produe blak-holes, it is alled ative universe,
i.e, in this universe hild-universes are produed in the event horizon of eah blak-hole. Eah
hild-universe arries part of the harateristis (the values of the physial parameters) from the
parent-universe. The natural seletion ours preisely at the biggest possibility of an universe an
dominate among an universe population, i.e, the biggest values of the physial parameters an be
ahieved in a manner of maximising the blak-hole prodution, hene the hild-universe birthrate
and the rate of a life-permitting universes. Following this rationalisation, one an onlude that
our universe with life is the result of an evolutive hain of birth and death of preeding universes.
The main problems of this proposal are that there are not expliit reasons of why the hoie of
populations of spei harateristis evolve exatly by natural seletion and also if our universe
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is really the rst universe or not. If the hoie is randomly, there is no progeny, hene there is no
natural seletion [190℄. In fat, the natural seletion does not make an improvement upon the weak
anthropi priniple.
On the other hand, in the Horava-Witten's [191℄ superstring model, the Calabi-Yau manifolds
are not used. This model is built in a 10-dimensional spae-time, whih is reduible to Anti-deSitter
ADS5 spae-time by using ADS/CFT orrespondene, as proposed by Maldaena [192℄ in 1998. By
taking the Anti-deSitter spae-time in ve dimensions, Maldaena onluded that every theory built
in the M4 Minkowski spae-time orresponds to a theory in the ADS5 spae-time in whih one an
relate to the Yang-Mills theory of a gravitational theory. Hene, the ADS/CFT orrespondene is
extended to supersymmetry only in 10 dimensions. Thus, Horava-Witten superstring model has
gained more attention lately beause it does not appeal to the anthropi priniple in a manner to
deal with the osmologial problem.
Moreover, when adding the holographi priniple [54, 193, 194, 195, 196℄ to the M theory has
brought up some interesting questions. The holographi priniple states that all information on-
tended to a physial system in a region of spae is dened by its surfae and an be represented
as a hologram in a ADS5 boundary in Horava-Witten's model. The hologram rules the boundary
regions in this same spae in whih ontains at most one degree of freedom per Plank area. This
area is dened as a small square with side Lp; that is the Plank length Lp(10
−33 cm) [197℄. Thus,
the number of degrees of freedom that desribes suh region is nite and muh smaller than the one
expeted on quantum eld theory [54℄ onstrained by the hologram mehanism. This fat ould
explain the smallness of the osmologial vauum energy density sine the energy density dereases
with the area [198℄, onsidering that the universe is large when ompared to Plank sales. Suh as
the anthropi priniple, the hologram priniple provides several disussions about its validity and
range, whih only further observations an shed light on these issues. For further information about
the hologram priniple and dark energy see [198, 199℄.
Nevertheless, we note that there is a lak of a fundamental theory whih ould give a satisfatory
explanation to these fundamental problems, and that also oniliates theory and phenomenologial
data. To get to this nal step, extra information about the universe beome more and more vital
to unriddle the issues surrounding the foundations of physis.
5 Some reent and upoming projets on Dark matter and Dark
energy
Despite of faing striking problems, the interest on topis suh as dark matter and dark energy,
whih are undoubtable related to the inner foundations of physis, has inreased. We live in a
very interesting moment of non-stop proess of improvement of measurement devies, like the spae
probes and the ground-based telesopes and terrestrial laboratories around the world. One point
to note is that the onsortium between several researh enters and institutions all over the world
are the ornerstone to ahieve suess in all sienti projets. Here, we restrited ourselves to
short omments in a manner of giving some examples of urrent and upoming projets on modern
osmology and astrophysis related to dark matter and dark energy.
5.1 Dark matter experiments
Due to the importane of the ontribution of dark matter for the total energy density of the universe,
several experiments have been proposed and arried out by many sienti groups around the world
in searh of reli dark matter andidates.
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The urrent experiments on dark matter fous mainly on Wimps. This apparent preferene on
Wimps is due to the harateristi of lumping of old dark matter and, possibly, the formation of
a bulk around the galaxy. In this sense, the DArk MAtter or DAMA ollaboration is one of the
projets foused on Wimps detetion, suh as the solar axions, and perhaps a Simps detetion as
proposed in ref.[202℄. The projet is a result of a initial ollaboration between Italy and China,
and a posteriori other groups from India, UK, Russia, Ukraine and Spain [201℄. The method is
based on the measurement of the annual modulation signature whih aounts for the supposed
variation of signal of dark matter due to the positions and veloities of the Earth and Sun with
respet to the galati plane [69℄; the material used is NaI rystal sintillator detetors. The initial
results of measurements were ontroversial due to the negative results from other experiments, as,
for instane, the US projet alled the Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh (CDMS) [203, 204℄. Current
eorts are being made in a manner to reonile DAMA experiments with other projets in order to
gain maximum level of ondene on measurements. A more detailed information about the projet
and reent results an be found in [68, 201, 205, 206℄.
To proeed further, The Cern Axion Solar Telesope (CAST) [207, 208℄ a ollaboration between
Germany, Greee, Italy, UK, USA and Russia, is intended to detet axions that esape from the
solar ore. The CAST apparatus is basially omposed of a Large Hadron Collider (LHC) prototype
magnet of order of 9T . It resides in the interior of two parallel pipes of length L = 9, 26m, and
ross-setional area A = 2 × 14, 5cm2. With the urrent upgrade of LHC it has been expeted
information about, for example, dark matter, prodution of mini-blak holes, the existene or not
of extradimensions and the Higgs boson, and possibly the appearane of new paradigms in physis.
Due to the high level of sensitivity, as stated in [209℄, CAST experiment an provide a probe for the
existene of extra-dimensions. The rst phase results reahed the limit bound of axion mass ma of
order of 0.20eV. The on-going seond phase intends to reah a region mass of order of 1eV, whih
an provide the observation of some new eet [210℄. Moreover, the Tokyo axion heliosope is a
Japanese experiment whih is based on heliosope method whih intends to reah the same limit
mass bound as the CAST experiment (1Gev) on its urrent third phase. The experiment has been
applied extensively on the study of solar axions sine 1997, and the atual status quo is the on-going
third phase. The apparatus is omposed basially of a 2.3-m long 4T superonduting magnet, a gas
ontainer (for hydrogen or helium), PIN-photodiode X-ray detetors, and a telesope. For further
information see [211, 212℄.
Another interesting experiment is the Cryogeni Rare Event Searh with Superonduting Ther-
mometers (CRESST) [213, 214℄. It is based on the analysis of the elasti sattering of the reli
partiles. The possible small energy of the reoil an be deteted by sensitive ryogeni detetors.
Just like DAMA experiment, the CRESST apparatus is loated at the Gran Sasso National Labo-
ratory, about 1.4 km below ground. Both experiments have suh aution to avoid an interferene
of any kind. The projet has been updated to its seond phase started in 2007 and it has expanded
ryogeni detetors with sintillating rystals up to 33 detetor modules [213℄.
Several other experiments on dark matter have been proposed and explored, SOLAX [215℄ and
COSME [216℄ to name a few. All of these are in searh of the reli partiles, but none have onlusive
fats yet. Nevertheless, the eorts are in progress and more sensitive devies have been onstruted
for deteting suh partiles. Reently, physiists of the international ollaboration DZero experiment
at the U.S. Department of Energy's Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory have disovered doubly
strange [217℄ partile alled the Omega-sub-b (Ω−b ) whih is onstituted with two strange quarks
and a bottom quark. However, a profound analysis must be applied to study and understand this
new disover. A more omplete list of dark matter experiments an be found in [218℄.
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5.2 Projets on dark energy
Just like dark matter experiments, the dark energy surveys have been extensively explored in the
reent years, mainly on spae probes and the ground-based telesopes. One very known example
of a spae probe is the WMAP experiment [76℄ launhed in 2001, intended to measure the CMBR
anisotropies. The CMBR olleted data plays an essential role in modeling and analyzing models of
theories about the universe. The projet is a partnership between Prineton University and NASA's
Goddard Spae Flight Center. As stated in former setion, the urrent fth year has shown us an
improvement of the measurement of the power spetrum and the omposition of the universe. In
fat, the WMAP has been onsidered an essential tool for the urrent osmology and astrophysis.
In ontribution to alibrate with WMAP olleted data, we an mention the CBI and BOOME-
RANG experiments. The Cosmi Bakground Imager (CBI) is a radio telesope designed to study
the CBMR utuations on arminute sales at frequenies between 26 and 36 GHz. It is loated
in the Chilean Andes, at the Chajnantor Observatory. This projet is a ollaboration between
the California Institute of Tehnology, the Canadian Institute for Theoretial Astrophysis, the
University of Chiago, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, the Max-Plank-Institute f¨ur
Radioastronomie (Bonn), Oxford University, the University of Manhester, the Universidad de
Chile, and the Universidad de Conepi´on [219, 220℄. Moreover, the BOOMERANG balloon, just
like WMAP and CBI, is also designed to measure anisotropies in the CMB. It onsists of an array
of detetors ooled to 0.28 Kelvin mounted at the fous of a 1.3 meter telesope. The instrument
ows on a gondola beneath a NASA/NSBF high altitude balloon [221℄.
In addition, the PLANCK spae probe [72℄ programmed from the European Spae Ageny is
designed to measure the anisotropies of the CBMR in a manner to provide more information, besides
sharpening reent data about the universe. It also tests and makes onstraints on osmologial
models and theories. The spae probe has basially a 1.5 meter o-axis telesope whih will be
apable of overing the entire sky with a preision of approximately 2 parts per million. It is
planned to be launhed on Otober 2008, the Operations are on 2009-2010, and the sienti
produt delivery, is dated to mid 2012.
Besides the spae probes and balloons, there are important ontributions from the grounded-
based telesopes. They play a fundamental role in providing reliable data surveys omparing to
other surveys, helping us to trail with higher level of ondene the olleted data. As it happens,
we point out the spetrosopi projet named Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [177℄, whih plays a
fundamental role in providing data for dark energy issues. It is essentially a 2.5 meter spetrosopi
telesope loated on Apahe point. Its rst and seond-nished phases of operations were ative
during 2000-2005 and 2005-2008, respetively. In addition, the suessor of the SDSS-II, the SDSS-
III is the urrent researh program and it is planned to start operating in june 2008 until 2014 with
four new surveys using SDSS failities.
In ve years of operations, the SDSS program olleted approximately 200 million osmi objets,
suh as galaxies, quasars and stars. As the result of a onsortium between 25 institutions, the SDSS-
II arried out 3 fronts of surveys: the Sloan Legay, whih was applied to make a general survey of
the osmos; the Sloan Extension for Galati Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE experiment),
whih was driven speially to study the Milk-way, and the Sloan Supernovae projet, whih was
turned to study and detet supernovae in the universe. This projet will be improved with the
new surveys driven by the SDSS-III program: the Baryon Osillation Spetrosopi Survey (BOSS)
will be intended to measure the osmi distane sale and mapping luminous distant galaxies and
quasars. The SEGUE-2 experiment is a seond phase of the SEGUE experiment started by the
SDSS-II program and it will be intended to make an improvement of studying of the Milky way
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struture, kinematis, and hemial evolution. The study of inner struture of the Milky way will
be ontemplated by the third program alled the APO Galati Evolution Experiment (APOGEE)
based on high-resolution infrared spetrosopy. The last survey is the Multi-objet APO Radial
Veloity Exoplanet Large-area Survey (MARVELS) intend to loate and study distant bright stars
and possible giant extrasolar planets. In this manner, the SDSS program is intended to over a
surprisingly amount of data and range of several sales of the universe.
Another projet is the upoming Dark Energy Survey projet(DES), expeted to start operating
in September 2009, during 5 observational seasons till 2014. It is an international ollaboration
between 10 institutions (at present time), and is managed by Fermilab, The University of Illinois'
National Center for Superomputing Appliations (NCSA) and The National Optial Astronomy
Observatory (NOAO) [222℄. The DES projet is designed to study dark energy and its inuene
on the universe. It will use a devie for photometri surveys onstituted of a 62 CCDs amera
(approximately 500 megapixels) oupled to the 4-meter Blano telesope on Cerro Tololo Inter-
Amerian Observatory (CTIO) in Chile. With 3 square-degree-eld it is apable of overing an
eightvo of the sky in 4 bandpasses and it will detet approximately 300 million osmi objets
improving at least, for example, the SLSS surveys by a fator 2. It is a powerful experiment on the
dark energy issues, and it will give us a large amount of olleting data in the next ouple of years.
Truth of matter, all the former projets will indiretly provide ground to the ambitious Large
Synopti Survey Telesope (LSST). This projet will onsist of a ground-based 8.4-meter and 10
square-degree-eld telesope, shedule to operate in 2014, and it is a onjoined eort between
nineteen other organizations atop Cerro Pahon in Chile. Due to its advaned hardware devies, it
will be apable of overing the sky every three nights. This projet ertainly will imprint a massive
impat on the observational astrophysis and Cosmology ever seen with its great power of resolution
and amount of data, providing over 3 Gigapixels per image to be proessed and study. For further
information see [223℄.
No other moment in mankind's history we have had so muh information about the universe,
about its ontent and evolution, even if our understanding about it is unsatisfatory due to the
lak of onsistent and general explanations of the phenomena. Clearly, all these host of reent and
upoming experiments will help us to shed light on the dark problems and issues of physis. To
better summarize the importane of these projets on urrent issues we quote Gary Hinshaw of
NASA's Goddard Spae Flight Center in Greenbelt [76℄
Ours is the rst generation in human history to make suh detailed and far-reahing
measurements of our universe.
6 Conluding remarks
Modern Cosmology has been an important soure of data that provides a deeper omprehension
of the gravitational struture and evolution of the universe. Not only this, but it alls for new
gravitational theories far beyond Einstein's approah. Even though we are long way from a onrete
fully-developed theory, dark matter and dark energy play a major role on this quest, representing
fundamental onstraints to these new gravitational models.
To stay on the right trak, we need to use the information we have at hands to make the best
possible deisions. Based on reent data in Astrophysis, mainly on the WMAP experiment and
SDSS surveys, we notie that dark energy is a disturbed element on the geometry of the universe
whih is best desribed by the Friedmann-Lemaˆitre-Robertson-Walker model. The same harater-
isti seems to appear on primordial dark matter issues, whih are related to the formation of large
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strutures in the universe. It is also important to point out that the Cosmologial Constant problem
is keenly related to the Dark Energy problem, whih means that not only we have to understand
dark matter and dark energy better, but also its relation with the Cosmologial Constant, whih
is still itself the only viable explanation to oniliate theory and phenomenologial data. More
reently, the problem has esalated to a entral issue in the ontext of the ΛCDM osmologial
sheme, where the aelerated expansion of the universe is explained. Although the problem is
rooted in General Relativity, it shows up in other branhes, suh as non-supersymmetri theories,
like brane-world gravity. Moreover, the osmologial onstant problem an be taken as a problem of
fundamental nature beause it involves the Einstein-Hilbert priniple, and also beause it involves
the dierent nature and energy sales of the four fundamental interations. Hene, we need a theory
to deal with these intrinsi features of data phenomenology, and not just a simple mehanism, suh
as a ne-tuning, but indeed, a reasonable desription of the rst priniples.
As it is laid out right now, from a theoretial point of view, the Cosmologial Constant prob-
lem is a fundamental problem, suh as the hierarhy problem, and its solution must ome from a
omplete theory independent of partiular models. As we want to point out to the reader, besides
a quantitative dierene between gravity and gauge interations, gravity seems to behave qualita-
tively dierent than other gauge interations, as we see on the eorts of unifying all fundamental
interations, as well as dark omponent problems and observational data. Clearly, the urrent ex-
amples of gravitational eets imprinted by dark matter and dark energy require a deeper insight
on the struture of the universe and on what gravity really means. In truth, these are problems of
fundamental nature that exerise a serious eet on the foundations of gravitation oneived sine
the studies of Galileo, Newton and Einstein.
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